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Outline

• Regulatory networks

• A discrete state graph model for regulatory network 

simulation

• Case study: a Boolean (0/1) model for the simulation of 

yeast meiosis
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Genetic Regulatory Networks

• A collection of regulators that interact with each other and with other 

substances or signals in the cell to govern the gene expression levels.
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source: https://www.slideshare.net/Madiheh/gene-regulatory-networks-47543373

https://www.slideshare.net/Madiheh/gene-regulatory-networks-47543373


GRN examples (1)
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The bi-stable switch between meiosis and mitosis in yeast.

A schematic and simplified representation of the regulatory network

Source: unpublished work by AR



GRN examples (2)
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The extreme complexity of the E. coli transcriptional regulatory network

Source: https://www.nature.com/scitable/topicpage/analyzing-regulatory-

networks-in-bacteria-14426192

https://www.nature.com/scitable/topicpage/analyzing-regulatory-networks-in-bacteria-14426192


Mathematical Models for GRN
• Many mathematical models of GRNs have been developed. 

They try to capture the behavior of the system being modeled, gain insights

and generate predictions.

• At large, models can be classified into two types:

• Continuous: *

- Quantities are infinitely divisible, like the reals

- Usually in the form of differential equations

- Require detailed biological data but also provide 

a high resolution description of the biological system

• Discrete: **

- made of distinct, indivisible units, like integers

- Discrete time steps (clock tics), and/or 

discrete quantities , termed states

- Coarser, but tend to be simpler and more efficient, 

and require less detailed biological data.
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* Heb: רציף ** Heb: בדיד



A Discrete State Graph Model

• The model consists of a weighted graph whose nodes have states

• Nodes represent any regulating element

proteins, mRNA, nutrients, cellular events (e.g. mitosis)

external signals (e.g. light, injected hormone),…

• Each node has an initial state from the range 0,1,2,…,U

• For simplicity, we pick U=9

• state represents level of "activity"

• states may change over and over in the course of simulation

• The network state is simply the sequence of nodes' states.
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A toy network.

initial states are      

[A,B,C] = [9,0,0]



A Discrete State Graph Model

• Edges represent regulation interactions
positive weights = activation

negative weights = inhibition

the higher the absolute value of a weight is, 

the stronger the effect 

• The effect of node i on node j is defined as

𝑖′𝑠 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 ∗ 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 (𝑖, 𝑗)
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A toy network.

weight legend:

green edges: +1

red edges: -1

+1

+1

-1



Simulation

• Time is discrete (time steps = 𝑡1, 𝑡2, 𝑡3, …)

• We start with the initial states (at time 𝑡1), and apply a transition 

function on all nodes synchronously, yielding states at 𝑡2.

• Transition function is applied repeatedly, until one of two:

 Steady state (aka "fixed point") 

2 consecutive identical network states

 Infinite loop

2 non-consecutive identical network states
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Transition Function

• The "net" effect on some node 𝑖 at time 𝑡 is the sum of all 

incoming effects:

σ𝑖(𝑡) = 

𝑗

𝑠𝑗(𝑡) ∙ 𝑤(𝑗, 𝑖)

(for convenience, missing edges are treated as weight 0)

• Updating node's states:

𝑠𝑖 𝑡 + 1 =  

𝑠𝑖 𝑡 + 1 if σ𝑖 𝑡 > 0

𝑠𝑖 𝑡 − 1 if σ𝑖 𝑡 < 0

𝑠𝑖 𝑡 else

state of node j

at time step t

weight of 

edge (j,i)
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Transition Function fixed

• Recall states are limited to 0,1,…𝑈:

𝑠𝑖 𝑡 + 1 =  

𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑈, 𝑠𝑖 𝑡 + 1) if σ𝑖 𝑡 > 0

𝑚𝑎𝑥 0, 𝑠𝑖 𝑡 − 1 if σ𝑖 𝑡 < 0

𝑠𝑖 𝑡 else
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step:  network state:

0 [9, 0, 0]

1 [9, 1, 0]

2 [9, 2, 1]

3 [8, 3, 2]

4 [7, 4, 3]

5 [6, 5, 4]

6 [5, 6, 5]

7 [4, 7, 6]

8 [3, 8, 7]

9 [2, 9, 8]

10 [1, 9, 9]

11 [0, 9, 9]

12 [0, 9, 9]

Toy Example Simulation

• Initial states A,B,C = [9,0,0]
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Toy Example Simulation (2)

• Initial states A,B,C = [5,0,0]
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step:  network state:

0 [9, 0, 5]

1 [8, 1, 5]

2 [7, 2, 6]

3 [6, 3, 7]

4 [5, 4, 8]

5 [4, 5, 9]

6 [3, 6, 9]

7 [2, 7, 9]

8 [1, 8, 9]

9 [0, 9, 9]

10 [0, 9, 9]

+1

-1

+1



• Negative self loops represent natural degradation

Adding Negative Self Loops
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step:  network state:

0 [9, 0, 5]

1 [8, 1, 4]

2 [7, 2, 3]

3 [6, 3, 2]

4 [5, 4, 3]

5 [4, 5, 4]

6 [3, 4, 5]

7 [2, 3, 4]

8 [1, 2, 3]

9 [0, 1, 2]

10 [0, 0, 1]

11 [0, 0, 0]

12 [0, 0, 0]
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Simulation Cycles

• Simulate the following network:
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Simulation Cycles – another example

• Let's add a new node, termed "signal", that will constantly 

activate node A.
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Signal constantly 
at state 1 cyclic expression 

of A, B and C

Simulation steps
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step:  network state:

0 [9, 0, 5, 1]

1 [8, 1, 4, 1]

2 [7, 2, 3, 1]

3 [6, 3, 2, 1]

4 [5, 4, 3, 1]

5 [4, 5, 4, 1]

6 [3, 4, 5, 1]

7 [2, 3, 4, 1]

8 [1, 2, 3, 1]

9 [0, 1, 2, 1]

10 [0, 0, 1, 1]

11 [0, 0, 0, 1]

12 [1, 0, 0, 1]

13 [2, 1, 0, 1]

14 [3, 2, 1, 1]

15 [3, 3, 2, 1]

16 [2, 3, 3, 1]

17 [1, 2, 3, 1]

...



Implementation of the Model  in Python
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• We will now introduce / write some of the code that 

implements this model.



• We index nodes arbitrarily 0,1,2,…

• The network will be represented as an adjacency matrix

• The network state at each time step will be represented as a list. 

𝑠0, 𝑠1, 𝑠2, … .

Representation of the Data
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G = [  [ 0, 1, 0],     #node A

[ 0,-1, 1],     #node B

[-1, 0,-1]  ]   #node C

states = [9,0,5] 



Implementation Design
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• We will divide the task into three functions:

def run(G, init, U):

''' G - a network weighted matrix, G[v][u] is weight of v->u

init - list of initial states, U - maximal state

Run simulation until steady state/cycle

Return simulation trajectory (list of lists)

'''

def step(G, states, U):

''' Return the list of states in the next time step.

Apply transition function to all nodes synchronously

'''

def update_node(G, states, i, U):

''' Apply transition function to node i, return new state

'''

calls

calls



Implementation Design
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• We will divide the task into three functions:

def run(G, init, U):

''' G - a network weighted matrix, G[v][u] is weight of v->u

init - list of initial states, U - maximal state

Run simulation until steady state/cycle

Return simulation trajectory (list of lists)

'''

G = [  [ 0, 1, 0],     #node A

[ 0, 0, 1],     #node B

[-1, 0, 0]  ]   #node C

init = [9,0,5] 

>>> run(G, init, 9)

[[9, 0, 5], [8, 1, 5], [7, 2, 6], [6, 3, 7], [5, 4, 8], [4, 5, 9] 

, [3, 6, 9], [2, 7, 9], [1, 8, 9], [0, 9, 9], [0, 9, 9]]



Implementation Design
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• We will divide the task into three functions:

def step(G, states, u):

''' Return the list of states in the next time step.

Apply transition function to all nodes synchronously

'''

>>> step(G, init, 9)

[8, 1, 5]

>>> step(G, [8,1,5], 9)

[7, 2, 6]



Implementation Design
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• We will divide the task into three functions:

def update_node(G, states, i, U):

''' Apply transition function to node i, return new state

'''

>>> update_node(G, init, 0, 9)

8

>>> update_node(G, init, 1, 9)

1

>>> update_node(G, init, 2, 9)

5



Printing the Execution
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• The following function will present the results conveniently:

def pretty_print(trajectory):

''' Get simulation trajectory (list of lists, one per step)

Print it nicely, 

and see if we got a steady state or cycle

'''

>>> pretty_print(run(G, init, 9))

step:  network state:

0 [9, 0, 5]

1 [8, 1, 5]

2 [7, 2, 6]

3 [6, 3, 7]

4 [5, 4, 8]

5 [4, 5, 9]

6 [3, 6, 9]

7 [2, 7, 9]

8 [1, 8, 9]

9 [0, 9, 9]

10 [0, 9, 9]

the simulation ended in a steady state



Case Study – Boolean Model of the 

Yeast Cell-Cycle

• Boolean – states are 0/1 ("off" / "on")

• A simple case of a discrete model, with 𝑈 = 1

• Based on the paper: The yeast cell-cycle network is robustly designed,  

Li et. al., PNAS 2004
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http://www.pnas.org/content/101/14/4781.full.pdf


• 11 nodes – main regulators of yeast cell-cycle. 

• "Cell Size" is the signal for entry into cell-cycle

• Each node can be either 0/1.

Red/yellow edges: weight = -1

Green edges: weight = +1

The Cell-Cycle Network in Yeast
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Source: The yeast cell-cycle network is robustly designed, 

Li et. al., PNAS 2004

http://www.pnas.org/content/101/14/4781.full.pdf


A Complete Cell-Cycle Simulation
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• Start with a vector representing stationary G1 condition, but 

with Cln3=1 (signal to initiate cell cycle).

• As indicated in the table, this simulation is compatible with the 

cell cycle stages:   G1  S  G2 M  G1 (stationary)



• Simulation is executed on all possible initial vectors. 

• How many?

• Count how many initial vectors end up at any steady state. 

• these are termed attractors of the network, or simulation basins

Steady States of the Cell-Cycle
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The main "attractor":
this steady state attracts ~86% of initial states.



Transitions Tree

Transition tree for the 
main "attractor" 

1764 = 86% of initial vectors.

(there are 6 other, much smaller trees)
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• Each node in the tree represents a network state, 

• Each edge in the tree represents transitions in the simulation.

Source: The yeast cell-cycle network is robustly designed, Li et. al., PNAS 2004.

Tree drawn with Pajek software (http://vlado.fmf.uni-lj.si/pub/networks/pajek)

http://www.pnas.org/content/101/14/4781.full.pdf
http://vlado.fmf.uni-lj.si/pub/networks/pajek


• The yeast cell-cycle is stable.

Computational observation: with high probability, changes to the 

initial vectors yield the same fixed point (attractor). 

• The yeast cell-cycle is robust.

Computational observation: with high probability, small changes in 

the network structure (insert/delete node, change edge) will not 

harm cell cycle behavior.

Cell-Cycle in Yeast - Paper Conclusions

29



Representation of the Yeast CC Network
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nodes = ['Cln3', 'MBF', 'SBF', 'Cln1,2', 'Cdh1', 

'Swi5', 'Cdc20/14', 'Clb5,6', 'Sic1', 

'Clb1,2', 'Mcm1/SFF']

G = [

[-1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0],

[ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0],

[ 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0],

[ 0, 0, 0,-1,-1, 0, 0, 0,-1, 0, 0],

[ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,-1, 0],

[ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,-1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0],

[ 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1,-1,-1, 1,-1, 0],

[ 0, 0, 0, 0,-1, 0, 0, 0,-1, 1, 1],

[ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,-1, 0,-1, 0],

[ 0,-1,-1, 0,-1,-1, 1, 0,-1, 0, 1],

[ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1,-1]

]



Simulation - Run!
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nodes = ['Cln3', 'MBF', 'SBF', 'Cln1,2', 'Cdh1', 'Swi5', 'Cdc20/14', 'Clb5,6',

'Sic1', 'Clb1,2', 'Mcm1/SFF']

init = [1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0]

G = [

[-1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0],

[ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0],

[ 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0],

[ 0, 0, 0,-1,-1, 0, 0, 0,-1, 0, 0],

[ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,-1, 0],

[ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,-1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0],

[ 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1,-1,-1, 1,-1, 0],

[ 0, 0, 0, 0,-1, 0, 0, 0,-1, 1, 1],

[ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,-1, 0,-1, 0],

[ 0,-1,-1, 0,-1,-1, 1, 0,-1, 0, 1],

[ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1,-1]

]

print("Simulation of the Yeast cell cycle, starting at G1:")

print(nodes)

pretty_print(run(G, init, 1))

Boolean



Simulation - Output
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Simulation of the Yeast cell cycle, starting at G1:

['Cln3', 'MBF', 'SBF', 'Cln1,2', 'Cdh1', 'Swi5', 'Cdc20/Cdc14', 'Clb5,6', 

'Sic1', 'Clb1,2', 'Mcm1/SFF']

step:  network state:

0 [1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0]

1 [0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0]

2 [0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0]

3 [0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]

4 [0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0]

5 [0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1]

6 [0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1]

7 [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1]

8 [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1]

9 [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1]

10 [0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0]

11 [0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0]

12 [0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0]

13 [0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0]

the simulation ended in a steady state



Gathering Statistics on Attractor Size
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• Python’s itertools package: creating iterators for efficient looping 
(https://docs.python.org/3.4/library/itertools.html#module-itertools)

def attractor_size(G, attractor):

''' count how many initial vectors end up in the attractor '''

Cartesian product (0,1)3

attractor = [0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0]

print(attractor_size(G,final), "% initial vectors end at", attractor)

>>> list(itertools.product([0,1], repeat=3))

[(0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1), (0, 1, 0), (0, 1, 1), 

(1, 0, 0), (1, 0, 1), (1, 1, 0), (1, 1, 1)]

86.1328 % initial vectors end at [0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0]

https://docs.python.org/3.4/library/itertools.html#module-itertools


Model Extensions

• The model we described can be extended in many ways.

• Some examples:

• States change by more than ±1

• delay on edges

• separate 𝑈𝑣 for every node 𝑣

• alternative transition rules

• …
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Reflection: Models and Simulation

• Simulation: an imitation of how a real-world 

process or system operates over time

A computer simulation (aka in silico experiment) is a 

simulation run on computers. 

• In biology, computer simulation is used to replace / 

complement some tedious and costly lab experiments.

It enables conducting numerous “experiments” under various 

conditions, in a scale that is infeasible experimentally.
35

a cat simulating hunting



Models and Simulation (cont.)

• Running a computer simulation requires constructing a 

mathematical model - some formal representation of the 

system using, e.g., equations and algorithms. 

• A model is an abstraction of reality.

A valuable model should capture the relevant aspects of the 

system, with the appropriate level of detail.

• Advantages of using math. models and simulation in biology:

1) Descriptive: forces clarity of expression and precision in 

describing systems / processes / hypotheses

2) Analytic: promotes understanding and provides insights

3) Predictive: enables predictions regarding the behavior of 

the system under various conditions
36



Quantitative vs. Qualitative Models

• Qualitative* models predict trends and general    

properties, such as:

- Robustness to mutations

- Stability against perturbations (e.g., change in a cell’s conditions)

- Fail-safety

- Conditions for cyclic behavior

• Quantitative** models predict specific values that can be 

compared to actual experimental data, such as:

- Kinetics

- Concentrations

- Expression levels

37
* Heb: איכותני ** Heb: כמותני



Discrete vs. Continuous Models
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• One major choice in this course's design was to exclusively 

concentrate on discrete notions (such as graphs, strings, digital 

images, FSM, etc.), and less on continuous notions.

• Discrete notions are highly underrepresented in life science 

curricula, where continuous notions (such as equations over the 

reals) and probability are taught more widely.

• But is biology discrete or continuous?

• This is a basic physical question. Either way, modeling does not 

have to conform with the nature of the modeled entity.



Reflection: Constructing the “Right” Model?

• Main considerations in constructing mathematical

models in biology:

• A model often can be used to indicate gaps in our biological 

understanding: a model that fails to recapitulate known biological 

data reveals where our understanding needs improvement. 

• Recall that even “incorrect” models may make correct predictions39

Consideration Meaning Beware of 

Modeling 

technique 

Which model type is best suited 

for the data and goals of study?

Intractable approaches, too 

simplified, no sufficient data, etc.

Scope What elements should be 

included in the model? 

Excluding essential elements or 

including irrelevant ones 

Detail What level of detail should the 

model contain?

Too fine- or course-grained 

models

Parameters How to set the model 

parameters appropriately?

Parameter overfitting



Reflection: Iterative Simulation-Experiment 

Approach

40

Gain biological data 
through experiments and 

literature

Construct/refine model 
and run simulations

Compare to data

Make predictions

Design new experiments



BioNSi – Biological Network Simulator tool

• A plugin (app) of the popular software Cytoscape

(www.cytoscape.org)  

• Download from: http://bionsi.wix.com/bionsi

• Extends the Boolean model in several ways

41 The circadian clock in mammalians in a day-night regime, in BioNSi

http://bionsi.wix.com/bionsi


Some References on Modeling in Biology

• These references provide high level reviews on modeling and 

simulation in biology:

- A book on the interface between biology and computing: Lin, Herbert S., and John C. 

Wooley, eds. Catalyzing inquiry at the interface of computing and biology. National 

Academies Press, 2005. Chapter 5. Link: 

http://www.nap.edu/read/11480/chapter/7#p2000dec59970117001

- A review on modeling with the example of a transcription factor signaling network: 

Kearns, Jeffrey D., and Alexander Hoffmann. "Integrating computational and biochemical 

studies to explore mechanisms in NF-κB signaling." Journal of Biological Chemistry 284.9 

(2009): 5439-5443.

- A review of modeling networks in biology: Karlebach, Guy, and Ron Shamir. "Modelling 

and analysis of gene regulatory networks." Nature Reviews Molecular Cell Biology 9.10 

(2008): 770-780.

- A review on combined experimental-computational study: Morelli, Luis G., et al. 

"Computational approaches to developmental patterning." Science 336.6078 (2012): 187-

191.42

http://www.nap.edu/read/11480/chapter/7#p2000dec59970117001
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2645808/

